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Abstract-In this paper, a time domain equalization algorithm systems over frequency selective fading channels. Most of
is proposed for single-TX multiple-RX OFDM systems over the intersymbol interference (ISI) is cancelled by the time
frequency selective fading channels. The algorithm, which domain equalizer, which makes use of the orthogonality of
cancels most of the intersymbol interference (ISI), utilizes the the IFFT matrix and the second order statistics of the
orthogonality of the IFFT matrix and the second order received signals. The signals are then detected from the
statistics of the received signals. The signals are then detected, output of the equalizer with the aid of only four pilots. The
with the aid of only four pilots, from the equalizer output. The number of pilots required in the proposed algorithm is less
number of pilots required in the proposed algorithm is less than that required in existing algorithms [1, 3], which only
than that in existing algorithms and channel length estimation . '

cis~~~~~no.eddnadto,tepooe loih sapial consider the case where the channel length is shorter than orIS not needed. In addition, the proposed algorithm is applicable eqa.otelnt fC n eur tlatNplt
to both the case where the channel length is shorter than or equal to the length of CP and require at least N pilots
equal to the length of cyclic prefix (CP), and the case where the (where N is the number of symbols in one OFDM block).
channel length is longer than the length of cyclic prefix which In addition, the proposed algorithm is applicable to both the
results in inter-block interference (IBI). Simulation results case where the channel length is shorter than or equal to the
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in both length of CP, and the case where the channel length is longer
cases and indicate that it is more practical as there is no than the length of CP. Simulation results verify that the
restriction on the channel and CP lengths. proposed algorithm performs well in both cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
I. INTRODUCTION II, the OFDM system model is introduced. The time domain

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) equalization algorithm is presented in Section III. In Section
technique is considered as the one that has most potential for IV, the performance of the proposed algorithm is
next generation communications and has been widely used in demonstrated by simulation. Finally, Section V draws the
digital audio broadcasting (DAB), digital video broadcasting conclusion.
(DVB), and broadband wireless local area networks (IEEE
802.11a) [1, 2]. It can effectively mitigate the effects of II. SYSTEM MODEL
multipath propagation on the frequency selective fading Consider a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system
channels as long as the channel length is shorter than or with M receive antennas. At the transmitter, the white
equal to the length of the cyclic prefix (CP). In this case, the signals with zero mean and unit variance are partitioned into
signals can be easily detected by a set of parallel per- blocks of N frequency domain symbols as
subcarrier signal detectors on flat fading channels [3]. T
However, when the channel length is longer than the length b [i [0] bi [1] b. [N -1]] , where (.)T represents
of CP, orthogonality of each subcarrier will be destroyed and transpose operation. Each block is transformed into a time
inter-block interference (IBI) occurs, rendering conventional domain block using N -point IFFT as b FNb where
algorithms [1, 3, 4] inapplicable. Different approaches [5-7] N6i w
have been proposed to detect the signals of OFDM systems b1 = [b1 [0] b1 [1] b1 [N - 1]]T , and FN is the NxN
wherein the channel length is longer than that of CP. In [5,
6], a time domain equalizer is inserted to reduce the channel IFFT matrix with the (n+l,k+l) th entry being
to a filter model with an order shorter than or equal to the ej2znk/N /,INK, n, k e {0, 1,N - 1}. It is obvious that the FFT
length of CP. The existing per-subcarrier detection algorithm matrix is F8 and Foe ojgw
[3] can thus be applied to detect the signals. This time N n N N' here (X) denotes conjugate
domain equalization can also be transferred to a frequency transpose and IN is the NxN identity matrix. A CP of
domain operation as in [7]. However, accurate channel length D is inserted into bi to generate the i th transmitted
length estimation, which is difficult in practice, is required in
these algorithms. signal block as s =4s[0] s[1] s[N'-1]], in which

In this paper, a time domain equalization algorithm N'=N + D and
without channel length estimation is proposed for OFDM
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b[n-D + N], O < n <D-1 received block signal vector after shifting J samples. ItS1[n] bj[n-D], D n<N'-1N(1) contains both the (i-l) th and the i th block signals.

The time domain blocks si are then serially transmitted When 0 < J < N - L , the signal vector x(J) in (9) can be
over frequency selective fading channels. Denote the represented with respect to the frequency domain signal as
frequency selective channel between the transmit antenna ( ,where [6TFb jT 1T and
and the m th receive antenna as hm (1), which is modeled as x 2N L an
an Lm th-order FIR filter. Let L =maxl.m.M (Lm) The FN(N-L-J+l:N) 0 1

L
~~~~~~ImMFN(--J1INreceived i th block at the m th receive antenna is therefore F() - FN (N - D + 1 :N) . (12)

y,1[n] = h' (I)s [n-i] +Wm [n]; L 0 FN(1:N-J) j
1=0 (2) In (12), FN(a: b) denotes a submatrix of FN, composed by

n =0,1,,N'-1, m= 1,2,,M, the rows between the a th row and the b th row of FN . It
where hm (1) is zero-padded for Lm <1<L follows that the received signal vector y,i) can also be
sj[n]=s(i1j[N'+n] for n<0 , sj[n]=s(,+)[n-N'] for rewritten as
n> N' and wim [n] is the independently identically (f) Hx(f)+w(f)=HF(J)c +w(J)
distributed (i.i.d.) noise, which is uncorrelated with the Yl l 2Nj + ' (13)
transmitted signals. Note that there is no restriction on the 0 < J < N - L .
channel length and the length of CP. By defining

F,[n] = [y,,[n] Yi,2 [n] ... y,,m [n]] T III. TIME DEMAIN EQUALIZATION

y [n]= yi, [n] y,2[n] 3KMy '[n] (3) In this section, a time domain equalization algorithm
h(l) [h1(1) h2(()hM,)IT, (4) without channel length estimation is proposed for OFDM

systems on frequency selective fading channels. The

w [n] Fw [n] W2 [n] T (5) algorithm not only works in the case where the channel
LflJJ=wil[n wi2[n(5) length is shorter than or equal to the CP length, it is also

we can express (2) in vector form as applicable to the case where the channel length is longer than
the CP length. To simplify the derivation of the algorithm,

L zero noise is first assumed. The effect of noise on the
y, [n] = h(l)s, [n - I] + w, [n], n = 0, 1,, N'- 1, (6) developed algorithm is then examined. In the absence of

Collecting the N' -sampled received signal as noise, Y(') can be expressed as

(J) Yi[_J]T yi[-J+1]T y[N lJ]7T Y(j) Hx(j), J=0,+1,+2 (14)

J = 0_+1,+2, ,-yi) = Hx( ) - HF(J),0. J < N-L. (15)
where y [n]= y1 [N'+ n] for n < 0 and Consider the auto-correlation of the received signal

Yi [n] y,+1 [n - N'] for n > N', we obtain vector y(>) as

Y(J) = Hx(j) + w(J), J = 0+1,+2 .... (8) ) E{y(J)y(J)*l HF2(J)E{CiCi&}F2(J)*H*yv 1 2 2 10.J.N-L. (16)Here =IHF(J)F(J)*Hl*
-2N 2N

xi) =[s [-L - J] s, [0] ... s, [N'-1I_ J]]T, (9) Based on the orthogonality of the IFFT matrix (FNFN IN),
T the matrix F(f) (12) satisfies(w) =Li [_J]T Wi [_J + If Ii[N -1J]Tj (0 2N

H h(L) h(L-1) h(0) O) ()IL+D 0 0
H n h(l)h(L-l) h(0) ° (ll) F(~~~~~~D)F(D)*_ O 0 ID D -I(17)

0 h(L) h(L-1) h()2 2AN L

0 0 N X (7

A general assumption that the channel convolution matrix F 0
HI is of full colunmn rank after removing all-zero columns is 0 IN-D
made here. In practice, when the number of receive antennas 0DDj

Msatisfies that M >(L+N')/N', the matrix HI has more F2(o)F2(o) -F()F() =U. (18)
rows than columns. Hence, it is most likely of full column where U is an (N'+ L)X(N'+ L) matrix with only 2 entries
rank. Note that the received signal vector y(J) is the i th having values of one at the positions (L + 1, N + L + 1) and
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(N + L +1, L + 1), while all remaining entries are zeros. Since the signal vector i(7)j, contains 2 path signals s[-J]
Applying (17) and (18) into (16), we obtain ipr

(17)ad(18)into(6),weobtand s, [N - J], any path signal with the parameter J having
R(-)-R(1)=H(F(o)F(o) -F(l)F(l) )H ullU , (19) different values can be utilized to estimate the frequencyyy 2N 2N 2N 2N

R(D) 1HH1*. (20) domain signal bi [n] by FFT operation. Note that knowledge
y of the channel length is not required in the proposed

Now, an equalizer can be designed using the second- algorithm. It turns out that channel length estimation is not
order statistics of the received signal vector as needed in the proposed algorithm, while it is needed in the

G=(R()-R(1))R(D)I=HUH* (HH*)#. (21) existing algorithms [5-7].

in which .-)' stands for pseudo-inverse. Applying the
So far the derivation is based on zero-noise assumption.

in which (l) stands for pseudo-inverse. Applying the .. .. . . 2When additive white channel noise with variance ca is
equalizer to the received signal vector y7() (14), it yields present, the auto-correlation matrix of yj) is

o-j)=Gy(j) -HUH*(H )#HxY), (22) RH)=E{y7H)yHJ)*} HF2()F(j)*H* +&2IM, (28)

Under the assumption that the channel convolution matrix 0 < J < N - L .*dr11iof colunmp ank ater, rmvng aonolumins *it The noise contribution can be subtracted when the noiseH S ll colum ranK aer removng all-zero columns, tnknown, it can be
satisfies [8] that H1(HH1 )H= I(NHJ) in which IH, is an(N+L)P N +L estimated from the singular value decomposition of R(D)
(N '+ L) x (N '+ L) identity matrix with all-zero rows Y

where IR(D) =HH* + U21 I .-Since some error generallycorresponding to the all-zero columns of H . It follows

6(7) -=HU ( n) pH i(J) (23) exists in the estimation of &2 and this error will degrade thei - part i,part I performance, it is preferred not to subtract the noise
where contribution from R(,) in our implementation. Instead, they

p,art=[n(N+L+1) Hl(L+ 1)], (24) equalizer G is constructed based on R(J) as if it were

noiseless. As the partial transmitted signal detection is
Xi,part = [s [-J] si[N performed based on some pilot symbols, the noise

In (24), H(a) denotes the a th column of H. It is apparent contribution has little impact on the overall performance.
that most ISI is cancelled by the equalizer G , while
retaining the 2 preselected columns of the channel IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
convolution matrix. Namely, the signal vector oi0) contains Computer simulations are conducted to investigate the
only 2 path signals. performance of the proposed algorithm. In the following

examples, an OFDM system with M = 2 receive antennas is
In order to recover the transmitted signals from o7i, considered. The OFDM parameters are: N = 16 and D = 4.

knowledge of the matrix H t is required. For better The transmitted signals are modulated by QPSK scheme.part The frequency selective fading channel responses are
performance, it is preferred to use some pilots to estimate randomly generated. The performance measure, BER (bit
Hpart . As the matrix Hpart has only 2 columns, 4 pilot error rate), is computed by averaging the Monte Carlo test
symbols are enough, namely, results on 3 x 105 OFDM blocks.

H"part ° X (X.PlOtXPlot )# v (26) First, the case L =3 is considered. As the channel length
wherer (0) 0(1) and X consistsofthe4

( L = 3 ) is shorter than the length of CP ( D = 4 ), the
where 0Oi,pilot =[ i °i and Xipilot consists of the 4 conventional per-subcarrier detection algorithm [3] can be
pilot symbols as X X(')X' .t The number of applied. Both the conventional algorithm [3] using Least-

Llpdoti,part i,part Squares criteria and the MMSE signal detection algorithm
pilots required in the proposed algorithm is less than that with the exact channel state information (MMSE-ideal, with
required in existing algorithms [1, 3], which only consider G + -l

the case where the channel length is shorter than or equal to AMMSE-ideal =1* (HH +IISNR) ) are implemented for
the length ofCP and require at least N pilots. comparison. Fig. 1 shows the BER performance of various

algorithms for the case L = 3 It is obvious that the proposed
With the estimated matrix 11part' the partial transmitted algorithm is superior to the conventional algorithm over the

(ff) ~~~~~~~~~rangeof SNR considered. Note that the performance of the
signal vector xi7part can be detected based on least-squares MMSE-ideal algorithm can be considered as a lower bound.
criteria as in [8] Next, the case L =6 iS considered. Only the MMSE-ideal

^()- H H #Ht*(J) algorithm and the proposed algorithm are implemented as
Xi,part - ( partr part) part°i *(27) the conventional algorithm is inapplicable when the channel
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length is longer than the length of CP, which destroys the [3] M. Speth, S.A. Fechtel, G. Fock, and H. Meyr,
orthogonality of subcarriers resulting in IBI. Results are "Optimum receiver design for wireless broad-band
shown in Fig. 2. It indicates the proposed algorithm also systems using OFDM Part I", IEEE Trans. onperfownms well whnIthe channel lengh

p osea longerthan ao Commun., vol. 47, pp. 1668-1677, Nov. 1999
performs well when the channel length iS longer than the [4] M. Luise, R. Reggiannini, and G.M. Vitetta, "Blind
length of CP. To illustrate the impact of the channel length equalization/detection for OFDM signals over
and the CP length on the proposed algorithm, the frequency-selective channels", IEEE J. Select. Areas in
performance for L =3,4,5,6 cases is shown in Fig. 3. It is Commun., vol. 16, pp. 1568-1578, Oct. 1998
apparent that the performance only degrades slightly when [5] P.J.W. Melsa, R.C. Younce, and C.E. Rohrs, "Impulse
the channel length increases from 3 ( L < D ) to 6 ( L > D ). It response shortening for discrete multitone transceivers",
demonstrates that the proposed .ot is robust.against . , .-IEEE Trans. on Commun., vol. 44, pp. 1662-1672, Dec.demonstrates that the proposed algorithm iS robust against 1996
the channel length and is more practical as there is no [6] N. Al-Dhahir, and J. Cioffi, "Optimum finite-length
restriction on the channel length and the CP length. equalization for multicarrier transceivers", IEEE Trans.

on Commun., vol. 44, pp. 56-64, Jan. 1996
11x2 system, L=3 [7] K. Van Acker, G. Leus, M. Moonen, 0. van de Wiel,

- EPropo-edealgorithm and T. Pollet, "Per-tone equalization for DMT-based
0 Conventional algorithm systems", IEEE Trans. on Commun., vol. 49, pp. 109-

119, Jan. 2001
10L [8] S. M. Kay, Fundamentals of Statistical Signal

Processing: Estimation Theory, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1993

Etl 102 10 12 system, L=6
M PO2 | > -; | r0D~- roposed algorithm

--MMSE-ideal
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Fig. 1 BER versus SNR for the L -3 case
10-3 sY

V. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a time domain equalization 10-4

algorithm for SIMO OFDM systems without channel length 5 10 16 20 25
estimation. The proposed equalizer cancels most of the ISI
using the orthogonality of the IFFT matrix and second order Fig. 2 BER versus SNR for the L 6 case
statistics. Only 4 pilot symbols are required to detect the
transmitted signals from the equalizer output. The number of 101x2 system, Proposed algorithm
pilots required is less than that required in the existing - L=4
algorithm and channel length estimation is not needed. L=
Simulation results have verified that the proposed algorithm 1o-0
performs well in both the cases where the channel length is
longer than, or shorter than/equal to the length of CP.
Consequently, the proposed algorithm constitutes a more z 12
practical solution.
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